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Interview with Sarah Barron, Chris Bennie, Madeleine Stack and Marnie Edmiston

Cameron Hope

Sarah, where did the idea of compulsion loops come from, and how did the use of compulsion loops as a way looking at - and organising - art 
begin?  

The idea to curate an exhibition using the idea of ‘compulsion loops’ as a starting point emerged from thinking about current western society and 
the driving forces behind our actions and behaviours. Through playing with ideas I came across the gaming term ‘compulsion loop’ and it stuck. It is a 
playful term with serious implications that encapsulates the ideas I was thinking about, primarily the pursuit for pleasure within the context of current 
society. From here, the artists brought their ideas and interpretations, which enhanced the concept and took it in new directions – away from pleasure 
seeking and gaming and towards tensions between desire and disaster, erosion of boundaries between the public and the private and the impacts of 
capitalist society.

Games like Clash of the Clans, which reward players with sound and light animations but require continual attention, are built on compulsion 
loops. Yet almost always, they turn out to be fads whose popularity can evaporate as quickly as it accumulated – I wonder if the reference is even 
still relevant? In regards to compulsion loops, what do see art’s role being? Should it expose, critique or subvert them, or are artists free to use 
them, too?

It’s funny that you mention Clash of the Clans as an example of an addictive game – my partner remains obsessed with this game and it drives me 
crazy! The world is saturated with quick fixes and fads to give us a sense of satisfaction and release. Artists have the same strategies at their disposal as 
game designers, advertisers and so forth, such as the idea of compulsion loops/pursuing goals for rewards, to use as suits. Having said that, I am more 
interested in works that play on this idea of the compulsion loop, rather than replicate it directly. In this exhibition the artists provide a critique of the 
‘rewards’ including that of the seduction of the spectacle, instant gratification and easy living.

 I was talking with a friend of mine who studies Social Science, and he noted that theories about people’s experience of motivation and reward 
in their societies often centre on decision making. The term ‘gamification’ – or the explanation of experience as game-like – cropped up. Do you 
think gamification is a fruitful way of thinking about these works, or does reducing art to a series of decisions over-rationalise it?

The theory of gamification is an interesting one and while it’s not a theory I was aware of when thinking about this exhibition, ideas around applying 
game concepts to non-game situations and using rewards as a motivator relate to the exhibition premise. However, I don’t feel that it is relevant to 
apply it to the particular works in this exhibition.

What are you hoping people take away from this exhibition?

Each artist has responded to the theme in an insightful and different way, which has been exciting to experience. Ideally, people will consider each 
work within the framework of the curatorial premise and their own experiences, and find new connections as well as aspects of relevance and interest 
to them. Though this exhibition provides a critique of aspects of western society, the intention is not to provide a pessimistic viewpoint. Rather, the 
focus is to tease out some of the tensions that are a reality in current society such as the relationship between desire and disaster in a manner that is 
not devoid of a sense of humour!

Madeleine, your film seems concerned with the difference between being surveilled by an external observer, like the NYPD helicopter and the 
footage from NYC Drive, and making oneself available for observation, as in the footage of you filming your own reflection. The prevalence of 
social media makes it easy to view aspects of certain others’ lives, while the prevalence of CCTV makes it difficult to hide certain aspects of our 
own. How you see the relationship between the private and the public?

There is, obviously, a huge difference between self-representation and involuntary representation by others. Why would I willingly post a picture of 
myself on the Internet when I physically recoiled from the first person I saw in the street wearing google glasses? An image of oneself is a decision 
about what the world gets to see, and when. The compulsion to share parts of ourselves with friends and acquaintances (as well as potential strangers) 
is, for me, slightly more complex as the ones I love are all far away and in different time zones. A sudden awareness of this physical distance compels 
me to share a note or an image - I’m still here, I’m thinking of you, I love you, I miss you. A banal snapchat of my brother’s face on his way to school can 
bring me to tears. The strange slippages this creates are something I’m still struggling with. The blurring divide between public and private doesn’t 
only go one way; ie. what was once private becoming public. In physical space - in cities - it is becoming increasingly evident that what we have for 
generations considered ‘public space’, belonging to the citizens, can in fact be taken with no great fanfare and turned over to commercial interests. 
How much actual freedom we have in ‘public space’ is something that remains a grey area. An example of this is in New York the question of whether 
citizens are legally permitted to film police officers has been debated in light of recent events - & the implications of this are, obviously, huge.

The work is installed so that only one of the screens is visible at a time; this is clearly important to the experience of the work because both films 
are about vision, and yet only one is visible at a time. Whichever screen we view, we do so at the cost of being viewed by the other, implicating 
the individual in the work. What interests you about the idea of observation?    
 
Both videos were filmed at the same time - the helicopter is flying above and around where I lay. The arrangement of the screens, in a basic sense, 
recreates the reality of the moment; being doubly surveilled both by oneself and by an omniscient other; the NSA, the police, the government... At the 
same time as I’m concerned about the concrete implications of a world where complete transparency is the only morally acceptable path (ie, the ‘if 
you’re not doing anything wrong, why are you worried’ school of thought) much of my work is made up of images, video and sound recordings made 

of people in public spaces, made without their knowledge and used without their consent. Is this morally wrong? Or am I just drawing attention to 
something that is happening anyway? When I record people talking in the subway, or film people walking in the street, am I the problem? 
(A note: Before the revelations from Edward Snowden regarding the National Security Agency, the acronym NSA was most commonly known through 
online dating as standing for No Strings Attached.)

Chris, the juxtaposition of technology, disaster and art in your work is provocative. On the whole, it is easier to quantify technology – speed, size, 
seating capacity of transport, for e.g. – than art; what particular aspects of art and the art world were you thinking of, in relation to the risks of 
more powerful technology?

They both veer towards increased absurdities, ludicrous formulations, and inane propositions yet still have potential to be meaningful, useful, 
transgressive, and enlightening. 
 
A comparatively innocuous example of a compulsion loop might be buying a celebrity news magazine, whilst maintaining adamance that 
we don’t endorse celebrity culture. A more mechanical (and therefore unsettling) compulsion is slot-machine gambling – many addicts of 
which would deny their addiction. Where do you see art sitting in relation to compulsion loops? What do you think is at stake in the idea of a 
compulsion loop?

I think Sarah is better equipped to answer this one.  However I personally like swimming, following that black line on the bottom of the pool, doing 
nice tumble turns and breathing effectively every three strokes. That’s a kind of compulsive loop isn’t it? It’s certainly a compulsive habit, but as a by-
product it has wonderful corollaries: health and fitness, physique, tan et al. I’m really only interested in constructive loops.

Marnie, in your video, cars disappear into a tunnel in an endless stream, but they do so without a discernible destination. The work shows us 
continuous movement, but withholds from the viewer the individual purposes and destinations of those moving; it seems to me to be a literal 
comment on the modern idea of individualism in society? Did the work begin from a reflection, observation, discussion, or something else 
altogether?

Yes, it is impossible to ascertain the traffic’s destination from the viewpoint in the video, but is this any different to actually standing next to a road? 
The work stemmed from an interest in the dead spaces created in cities by road networks—like traffic islands—and progressively moved towards 
the idea of cars themselves being mobile dead spaces or occupiers. I think it’s interesting that the monotonous nature of the video begins first to 
highlight the differences in vehicles—of colour, shape or sportiness—and then proceeds towards a dreary similarity. I think the video is less about 
documenting a public location involving people and more about disconnected heavy objects moving in space, to the exclusion of other forms of 
existence. 
 
The text work is site specific to Boxcopy. Had you had something in mind for this space for a long time?  

No I hadn’t, and actually this exhibition will be the first time I’ve physically been to Boxcopy’s new space. I know the outside of the gallery better than 
the inside though; the Normbany five-ways and the building’s previous incarnation as Norman B Carpets. Wool, its just...Natural![sic] The text work was 
rather more of coincidence than a long-hatched plan. It came to me as I was waiting in the laundromat…

I was interested by the quotation you included in your artist statement, which seemed to suggest that man-made, “white-out” environments 
tend to discourage the responsiveness of our senses. Yet the rationale for Modern art galleries was that these environments emphasised 
what was being exhibited. The text work can be read as playing on an interesting ambiguity: the frosting on the windows blur the action and 
movement of the outside world, suggesting the “white oblivion” is the environment of diffuse light in the gallery; on the other hand, the “white 
oblivion” could be the bare brightness, glare and noise of the Normanby Five-ways. Given that it is not clear whether the “white oblivion” is the 
world outside or inside the gallery, are you suggesting that the “whiting-out” of man-made environments is a political issue? 

I guess in this situation it is important to discern whether the term “white-out” relates to internal or external conditions (of how or what we perceive)¬—
whether it means to replace or to cover over. The quote that you’re referring to was taken from Jonathan Crary’s book 24/7: Late Capitalism and the 
Ends of Sleep, where he suggests that the constant stimulation of individuals has begun to diminish affective capacity and the ability to view oneself 
as part of a collective arrangement. So it’s not that there are these external “white-out” environments that block out the senses, but rather that our 
senses are consistently overloaded to the point of perceptual homogeneity and indistinction. Much like Crary’s metaphorical use of illumination, the 
phrase “white oblivion” is not intended to be taken literally; it does not denote any particular object. But yes, I think this counts as a political issue.


